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UC

Union workers allege
unresolved UCPath errors
Members of UC union receive inaccurate paychecks, late payments

BY CA M E R O N R E B OS I O
STA F F
C R E B OS I O @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

BY M A R I A YO U N G | S E N I O R STA F F
M YO U N G @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

M

ore than a year after the
campus deployment of the
payroll system UCPath,
postdoctoral students and academic researchers continue to experience payroll
errors, according to several members of
the Union of Postdocs and Academic
Researchers, or UAW Local 5810.
Neal Sweeney, vice president of
UAW Local 5810, said many people
have been underpaid or paid weeks
late. He added that some employees
were unable to enroll in health benefits
through UCPath when they started
working and others have had their benefits canceled without warning.
“From a university side, this may
seem like simple bureaucratic errors,
but this has real substantial consequences for people who are not getting
paid on time or receiving those necessary benefits,” said Ambika Kamath,
a campus postdoctoral researcher and
head steward at UAW Local 5810.
According to Sweeney, some UAW
Local 5810 members are being underpaid by more than $10,000 at UC
Berkeley on a monthly basis. For UAW
workers, these late payments can mean
falling behind on rent or being unable

READ MORE

In schools, teach
kids acceptance

GENES IS CRU Z | STA F F

SE E PAGE 7 Berkeley Unified
School District — and all public schools — must teach inclusive sex and gender education.

Cal football gets
back to practice

K AREN C H OW | F I L E

SE E BAC K The Bears returned
to Memorial Stadium on Oct.
9. Facing plenty of changes, Cal
is ready to tackle this fall.

Taking time to
learn Mandarin

Anthony
Fauci talks
COVID-19
in campus
livestream
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According to Neal Sweeney, vice president of UAW Local 5810, some UAW Local 5810
members are being underpaid by more than $10,000 at UC Berkeley on a monthly basis.

to fund basic needs.
Campus postdoctoral student and
union steward Stacey Frederick said
she did not know she was not employed
until she stopped getting paychecks and
was unable to access her email.
According to Frederick, this issue had happened to her before and
had taken months without a union to
resolve.
UC Office of the President

spokesperson Stett Holbrook said many
of the issues that arise with systemwide
upgrades like UCPath can only be identified and addressed after the system is
“live and operational.” According to the
UCPath website, the last four deployments are scheduled for this year.
In Oct. 2019, California Gov.
Gavin Newsom signed SB 698, which
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Anthony Fauci, director of the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases and member
of the White House Coronavirus
Task Force, spoke virtually at an
event held by the Berkeley Forum on Thursday to discuss COVID-19 response.
The event was livestreamed
and drew almost 3,500 viewers, according to Berkeley News.
During the event, Fauci predicted
that a return to normalcy after the
COVID-19 pandemic would happen slowly and might occur by the
third or fourth quarter of 2021 if
an effective vaccine were to be
available soon.
“I think, ultimately, we will get
back to normality as we knew it
before this, but it’s going to be a
gradual process,” Fauci said during the event. “Restaurant numbers, theater attendance, spectators at sports, all of that will come
back gradually but it will come
back.”
Fauci said disinformation on
social media and a tense political
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Berkeley police chief gives crime report
BY M ATT B ROW N A ND JACOB SOUZA
STA F F
N EWS D ES K@ DA I LYCAL.ORG

During the regular Berkeley
City Council meeting Tuesday,
Berkeley Police Department
Chief Andrew Greenwood presented the city of Berkeley’s
2020 crime report, as well as the
city’s first annual police use-offorce report.
Overall, crime has fallen by
1% in 2020, although marked
shifts in some crime trends have
been observed amid the pandemic, according to Greenwood.
After an initial dip in crime during the first months of the shelter-in-place order, some forms of
theft have increased significantly.
Catalytic converter thefts are
on the rise, and car thefts have
also “risen sharply,” with a 66%
increase over the previous year,
according to the crime report.
Greenwood was “cautious”
about speculating on causes but
attributed the increase to a relatively low threat of incarceration
for nonviolent crimes resulting

J OS H K A HE N | SE NI O R STAFF

Berkeley City Council meets in November 2019. According to Berkeley’s 2020 crime report, which was presented
during Tuesday’s City Council meeting, the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted some crime rates in the city.

from efforts to keep jail populations low during the pandemic.
“Those cases, if they don’t
transform into a violent crime,
are not resulting in a person
staying in custody for hardly

any time at all,” Greenwood said
during the meeting. “Choosing
to make your money that way
or choosing to commit those
crimes — the consequence is
very low right now.”

While violent crime has been
down overall, homicide has risen
compared to the last two years.
In 2020, four homicides have
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Students call for pass/no pass semester
J E.T. | CREATIV E CO M M O N S

S E E O N L I N E While learning a
new language may seem daunting and the process is certainly
difficult, it opens up new worlds
and brings you to places you
never would have imagined.
Check out blog staffer Kristel Fung’s article on her own
language-learning journey.

BY S A B R I N A D O N G
S E N I O R STA F F
S D O N G @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

A petition to the UC Berkeley Division of Student Affairs
calling for a pass/no pass, or
P/NP, grading option for all
classes and major requirements
for fall 2020 has garnered 5,420
signatures as of publication
time since its creation Monday.
Campus junior Kaden Kim

created the petition after seeing
accounts of students struggling
during online learning from virtual UC Berkeley student communities on platforms such as
Reddit, LoopChat and Piazza.
“Many students are also living at home, dealing with family life and distractions, as well
as the potential physical harms
from COVID-19,” Kim said in
an email. “On top of this, the
widespread fires and rolling

PG&E outages in California
have put the UC Berkeley population at a higher disadvantage, because school and grades
are now so reliant on a stable
internet connection.”
Jennifer
Johnson-Hanks,
chair of the campus Academic
Senate, said in an email that a
decision will likely be made on
the matter by the end of the
week.
Johnson-Hanks added that

students are allowed to take
one-third of their credits P/NP,
and further said while there
may be additional constraints
on major requirements, collegespecific advisers can grant exceptions for students who have
“compelling reasons for an exception.”
In the spring, many students actually switched back to
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UC Berkeley faculty
members vindicate
lecturer’s reputation
BY JULIE MADS E N AND K E LLY SUTH
STA FF
NEWSDES K@DAILYCAL.ORG

UC Berkeley to host 2 polling
locations for 2020 elections
BY TAY LO R RU D M A N
STA F F
T RU D M A N @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

Pauley Ballroom and the
Lawrence Hall of Science will
be the two polling locations
open on the UC Berkeley campus for the upcoming election.
With negotiations regarding the locations being in the
works since last fall, both will
be open for early voting and
are accessible per the guidelines of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, according to
Miyako Iwata, director of the
ASUC Vote Coalition. The locations will be open Oct. 31
through Nov. 3 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. for early voting, and
they will be open from 7 a.m.

to 8 p.m. on Election Day.
“Not only are we a centralized resource for students, but
we also do a lot of advocacy
to push the work forward and
bring down barriers to voting,”
Iwata said about the ASUC
Vote Coalition.
The coalition’s other projects include campaigning to
make Election Day a noninstructional holiday, and its
leadership was also instrumental in the installation of a ballot
drop box on campus.
In an effort to make in-person voting safe, several regulations have been put in place,
according to Iwata.
Alameda County will be implementing a service through
which voters can check in with

their phone numbers and receive a text message when it
is their turn to vote, a process
that, according to Iwata, will
limit large groups and lines.
Other regulations include
early voting, which is also intended to help limit crowds,
and the Lawrence Hall of Science location will also serve as
a drive-in.
“Gen Z and millennials
make up the single biggest voting block and the eligible voting block in the United States
this year, which is a huge deal,”
Iwata said. “I don’t think voting is somehow going to magically fix every single issue that
we face right now, but it is a
really great first step to get
engaged and involved.”

Faculty members in UC
Berkeley’s South and Southeast Asian studies department
published a letter Friday to denounce allegations that campus
lecturer Joseph Scalice is an
agent with the CIA.
These allegations surfaced
mid-August when José Maria Sison, founder of the Communist
Party of the Philippines, or CPP,
began posting about Scalice on
his website and Facebook page,
according to Scalice. Seven campus faculty members signed the
letter, which defended Scalice’s
academic reputation.
“It is absolutely not true, and
it could be extremely damaging to him,” said Paula Varsano,
campus South and Southeast
Asian studies chair and professor. “This is absolute slander.
It’s completely fabricated.”
Sison could not be reached as
of press time.
The letter describes Scalice
as a “talented historian” who
has contributed to the research
of the history of communism in
the Philippines and has had an
impact on many students’ lives
at UC Berkeley.
Scalice said while he had
hoped faculty members would
express support, he was not
aware that they had drafted the
letter until days before it was re-

leased. He added that the letter
was “immensely welcome.”
According to Scalice, in an
online
lecture
Aug. 26,
he spoke
about
t h e
CPP’s
suppor t
of Rodr igo
JOSEPH
Duterte,
SCALICE
t h e
president of the Philippines. In
response to the lecture, Scalice
alleged, Sison had instigated a
series of “attacks” on him.
In an Aug. 25 post on his
website, Sison said Scalice’s
claim that the CPP supported
Duterte’s administration is an
“outright lie.”
In the same post, Sison alleged that Scalice is a “well-exposed” agent of the CIA and is
paid to write anti-CPP materials.
Scalice said he is not affiliated
with the CIA in any way and is,
in fact, “fiercely opposed” to the
agency’s actions abroad.
According to Scalice, his life,
as well as his reputation, are in
danger.
UC Berkeley faculty members do not plan on further addressing the accusations in the
future, Varsano said.
While Scalice said these
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Campus plans pilot for in-person class activities
BY L EO N C H E N
STA F F
L EO N C H E N @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

Campus officials are planning to begin a program in late
October as part of an effort
to introduce more in-person
instructional activities.
This program would occur
outdoors and involve groups of
12 students or fewer, according to Jennifer Johnson-Hanks,
chair of the campus Academic
Senate. Participants would be
required to wear masks, maintain
social distancing guidelines and
get tested.
“Both research and education
are inherently creative and collaborative endeavors,” JohnsonHanks said in an email. “As such,
they benefit greatly from human
interactions.”
The project is still waiting
for approval from local public health officials, according to
Johnson-Hanks. If authorized,
the program would begin in late
October and take place over a
five-week period, ending before
Thanksgiving.
Johnson-Hanks noted that
international students whose
educational
visas
require

in-person instruction would be
prioritized for the instructional
advising sessions. She added that
the program would only include
outdoor classes in music, field
biology and geology, engineering
and business. The program is not
mandatory.
UC Berkeley already has an
extensive testing program, according to Johnson-Hanks. Participants in the program would
be added to the testing protocol
and get tested the week prior to
instruction as well as on a weekly
basis during the program.
In addition to testing, students
would be required to complete
online training in COVID-19
safety and fill out a symptom
survey each day before coming to
campus. This system is intended
to help ensure that participants
do not have symptoms and have
not been in contact with anyone
that does, Johnson-Hanks added.
“All parts of the pilot share a
core safety infrastructure that the
campus has developed over the
past six (6) months,” JohnsonHanks said in the email.
The plan was developed
by the Joint Academic Senate
and Administration Working
Group on Outdoor Space for

M OM OK A SASA K I | STAFF

The program would only include outdoor classes in music, field biology and geology, engineering and business,
and participants would be required to wear masks, maintain social distancing guidelines and get regularly tested.

Instructional Activities alongside
University Health Services.
ASUC Academic Affairs Vice
President Nicole Anyanwu said
in an email that although classes
will continue to be primarily remote during the spring 2021

semester, campus officials are
still considering the possibility of
limited in-person instruction.
“Over the past few weeks,
we’ve been in conversations with
campus administrators to begin
preliminary discussions about

what instruction might look like
next semester,” Anyanwu said
in the email. “My priority is
to advocate for the most equitable academic environment for
all students even in light of our
difficult circumstances.”

STATE ISSUES

CA releases suggestions for police response to protests
BY N ATA L I E LU
STA F F
N LU @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

In response to the death of
George Floyd and the protests
that followed, California Gov.
Gavin Newsom directed the
statewide Commission on Peace
Officer Standards and Training, or POST, to update law enforcement training and guidance
in California.
Newsom’s direction comes
after his policing advisers

developed a set of recommendations on police response protocols for protests and demonstrations, which were announced in
a press release from the Office of
the Governor on Tuesday.
“These recommendations follow the death of George Floyd in
Minneapolis in May, and that of
other unarmed Black people at
the hands of police, and the global
protests and demonstrations that
ensued,” the press release from
Newsom’s office stated.
The press release also states

POST has been directed to
help law enforcement find ways
to identify, monitor and detain
those suspected of instigating violence and destruction in
protests.
According to Lieutenant Sabrina Reich from the Berkeley
UCPD Community Engagement
Unit, UCPD is in the process of
reviewing the recommendations.
“We are committed to upholding free speech on our campus,” Reich said in an email.
“During protests and demon-

strations, our role is to keep the
community safe while protecting
and facilitating individual’s First
Amendment rights.”
In the full report, the advisers recommended that local law
enforcement agencies require officers working in direct contact
with protesters to wear and turn
on body cameras.
The report also encouraged
local law enforcement agencies
to protect journalists and legal
observers, acknowledge and address hate group participation

in protests and limit the kinds of
weapons and tactics used by officers during protests.
Reich added that although
UCPD recognizes it could always improve its policies, the
department is already practicing
some of the recommendations
from Newsom’s advisers.
Officer Byron White, spokesperson for the Berkeley Police
Department, said in an email
that it is too early to know how
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Fiat Nobels!
The UC Berkeley community congratulates
and applauds our newest Nobel laureates—
professor emeritus Reinhard Genzel (Physics
prize) and professor Jennifer Doudna
(Chemistry prize)

UC Berkeley professor
emeritus Richard
Genzel, along with
co-winner UCLA
professor Andrea Ghez,
used the world’s largest
telescopes to peer
into the center of
the Milky Way. Their
pioneering research
provided convincing
evidence that a
supermassive black
hole, four million times
the mass of the sun,
lies at the heart of
our galaxy.
UC Berkeley professor
Jennifer Doudna’s
research revealed how
the Cas9 protein, part
of the CRISPR system
in bacteria, targets
viruses, and allowed her
to adapt the process
to edit the genomes
of many organisms,
including humans. In
addition to applications
in gene therapy,
Doudna’s work can aid
in the understanding of
hereditary diseases and
improving crop plants.
Their Nobel Prizes are a testament to the power of academic
collaboration and scientific inquiry, propelled boldly onward
by curiosity and wonder.

berkeley.edu
This ad is paid for with private funds
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Berkeley Campus Conversations
hosts talk on 150W History Project
Catherine Gallagher.
“University-educated
women
have been essential,” Gallagher said
during the event. “They’ve been essential, not incidental, to the state of
California’s development.”
Although the regents voted to admit women on equal terms, women
were not given equal treatment, according to Sheila Humphreys, project co-chair and emerita director
of diversity in the campus electrical engineering and computer sciences department. The university
did not provide on-campus housing
for women, forcing them to commute or live in unsanitary boarding
houses, she added.
The panelists also discussed the
role of women of color in the history
of UC Berkeley. Vivian Rodgers became the first Black female undergraduate student to graduate from
UC Berkeley in 1909, Humphreys
said during the event. By the 1980s,
UC Berkeley saw an increase in
the racial diversity of its female student population, Chancellor Carol
Christ added.

Jessica Peixotto, who was the
first female faculty member at UC
Berkeley, also faced a range of difficulties as a woman, Gallagher said
during the event. Peixotto invented
the field of social economics, which
was aimed at addressing problems
regarding poverty, according to Gallagher. Men referred to this new wing
of economics as the “the female wing
of economics,” Gallagher added.
Christ, who joined the campus
faculty in 1970, said women constituted only 3% of UC Berkeley’s
staff at the time. According to Christ,
however, there was a spirit of activism
that united female faculty members.
Additionally, Christ hopes that
there will be more female representation among campus faculty, especially within science, technology, engineering and math departments.
“When you read these departmental histories, when you see what
kinds of obstacles the early women
faculty and graduate students overcame, it is tremendously inspiring
and empowering,” Humphreys said
during the event.

curate and timely payment.
Kamath said it is “really great”
that those legal protections exist
now. She added, however, that she
hopes these issues are resolved berequires the UC system to have the fore legal protections are necessary
same payroll protections as private as widespread payroll problems
employers in order to prioritize ac- should not exist in the first place.

“UC did its best to process payroll promptly and accurately prior to
SB 698’s passage and will continue
to do so,” Holbrook said in an email.
“We will continue to diligently apply lessons learned and best practices to quickly identify and resolve
problems.”

BY K E L LY SU T H
STA F F
KSU T H @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

Berkeley Campus Conversations
hosted a livestream Monday discussing UC Berkeley’s 150W History
Project and the legacy of women
on campus.
In 1870, the UC Board of Regents
passed a resolution that allowed
women to be admitted to UC Berkeley “on equal terms in all respects
with young men.” The 150W History
Project seeks to celebrate this occasion by creating a historical archive
about women at UC Berkeley. This
campuswide effort has spanned multiple departments, with more than 25
units developing online sites devoted
to the cause.
By passing this resolution, the
regents recognized that universityeducated women would be essential to teaching the generations of
students that would eventually enroll at UC Berkeley, according to
150W History Project co-chair and
campus English professor emerita

PAY R O L L
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On being a
‘dirty’
lesbian

BY E L A I N A GU E R R E R O
O P I N I O N @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

O

nce, in a PE locker room, a girl announced she had just gotten her nipples
pierced. She stood proudly while everyone stared in awe. I saw nothing but her back,
her bare shoulders, her hair up in a bun. I wanted
to see, but I didn’t dare ask her to turn around.
Some girls didn’t think twice about yanking
their shirts and bras off in front of others. They
would pull down their pants while holding eye
contact with you, attempting to hold a conversation when all I wanted was to get dressed and
leave the room as fast as I could.
The reason I was often anxious in locker
rooms was that I knew I liked girls. I was afraid
that, if someone thought I stared at them too
long, they’d know. Not that I was staring, anyway.
But did that really matter?
Back in high school, the person I most feared
would find out was the person I was closest to:
my best friend from the third grade.
One day, I found myself in the back seat of
her older sister’s car. We were excited because
her sister had offered to buy us McDonald’s after
picking us up from school. We ordered and approached the second drive-thru window, where
the worker handed us our food. “Oh, my God,
ew, ew!” her sister yelled, laughing as she drove
away. “What? What happened?” my friend asked.
“That girl went to high school with me! She’s a
lesbian! She put her dirty lesbian hands on our
food!” My friend laughed. “Ew!” they yelled in
unison.
hat if my friend found out I liked girls?
Would she run off in the opposite direction and yell about me being a dirty lesbian?
I didn’t understand why she might feel this
way. She supported gay marriage between men.
Sometimes she’d even show me pictures of men
holding hands or kissing and comment on how
cute they were together. Why didn’t she consider
lesbians cute? They kiss and hold hands, too.
I kept these questions to myself, just as I attempted to lock away my feelings. I suppose I
didn’t hide them too well, though, because
throughout high school I was often confronted
by my friends with the disarming question: “Are
you lesbian?” This question used to send a wave
of panic over me. Do I yell and get defensive? I
would ask myself. Or do I laugh it off and pretend the question was a joke? I didn’t know if I
was lesbian or not. I knew I liked girls, but saying
aloud that I don’t like men seemed like a commitment I was not prepared to make — not because I wanted to date men but because I was
scared to commit to how people would view me
if I came out as a lesbian.
Lesbians face lesbophobia not only from outside of the LGBTQ+ community but from inside
as well. I recall a conversation between my exroommate and her gay friend, in which I overheard him say he would “much rather have a
gay son than a lesbian daughter.” My roommate
tried to validate his comment, saying he only felt
that way because he is a gay man. But I’m more
than certain that the sound that wrapped itself
around his pronunciation of “lesbian” was one of
disgust. It was not just because he was expressing what he was “used to.” That, my friends, is
lesbophobia.
adly, I expected men to be offended by lesbians. But to know that straight women were
also offended by lesbians hurt me in a different
way. Were straight women afraid lesbians would
objectify them the way men do? Both men and
women often mistakenly assume lesbians are trying to take on the role of men. But being a lesbian
isn’t at all similar to being a man. Not only are we
seen as impostors of women, but we’re seen as
inhuman. To men, we’re a forbidden desire and,
to straight women, we’re predators.
Being in the locker room, with girls undressing around me, I was scared. Not because I
feared what I’d do to them, but because I feared
what they’d do to me. I couldn’t be a lesbian.
Not because I was certain I liked men as well as
girls, but because I didn’t want to be treated as
less than human — not by my best friend and
especially not by my homophobic mother.
The day that random girl showcased her nipple piercings for the locker room to see, I felt sad.
It wasn’t because I didn’t get to see her boobs
(OK, maybe that would’ve been nice) but because I felt left out. If I were straight, I wouldn’t
have thought twice about looking. I’d be just like
the other girls. Instead, I was the one who stuck
her head in her locker while dressing. Did they
think I was being a prude? Or did they know I
like girls and were relieved that I looked away?
Elaina Guerrero writes the Wednesday column on
the confines of the gender binary.
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landscape have led to a divided front
when addressing the virus. He added
that the culture surrounding COVID-19 response has made it difficult
to assemble a public health program.
Additionally, Fauci addressed the
disproportionate impact that COVID-19 has had on communities of
people of color. He pointed to a higher
risk of exposure and comorbidity as
reasons for the heightened effect on
some minority groups.
“COVID-19 is shining a very
bright light on the social determinants
of health that have been there all along
that we don’t pay a lot of attention to
that is, in essence, killing minorities in
the context of COVID-19,” Fauci said
during the event.
Fauci recommended five actions
to prevent surges of the virus: universal wearing of masks, social distancing, avoidance of crowds, preference
for outside activities and frequent
hand-washing.
In response to a question about
universal health care, Fauci voiced his
support and said it would be helpful in

N I AI D | C R E AT I VE CO M M O NS

The Berkeley Forum recently hosted Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases and member of the White House Coronavirus Task Force.

response to health care crises such as
COVID-19.
“The fact is that we’ve got to make
sure that we have a health care system
where no one can go without necessary health care and quality health
care,” Fauci said during the event. “We
do need universal health care.”
Fauci spoke directly to younger audience members, including UC Berkeley students, when he emphasized the
importance of following prevention

tactics and rejecting the assumption
that the virus will only hurt those in
high-risk groups.
He added that wearing masks
is vital for all, as symptoms aren’t
always present.
“If you do get infected, even though
you have no symptoms, the chances
are that you’re going to infect someone else, who will then infect someone
else, who will then infect a vulnerable
person,” Fauci said.

COR RECTION
A previous version of Thursday’s article “Berkeley mayor gives State of the City address” incorrectly attributed a question to Erin Baldassari. In fact, the question was posed by Emilie Raguso.
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43rd Mill Valley Film Festival
celebrates cinema with soaring lineup
BY M AYA T H O M PSO N | STA F F | M T H O M PSO N @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

The 43rd annual Mill Valley Film Festival kicked off Oct.
8, beginning a jubilant 11-day
commemoration of homegrown
and international cinema. Since
its inception, the Mill Valley

Film Festival has blossomed
into an exciting Bay Area tradition, attracting awarded filmmakers, actors and veterans of
the entertainment industry, as
well as aspiring newcomers and

“Blithe Spirit”
Mill Valley welcomed attendees to a drive-in screening and
world premiere of “Blithe Spirit.”
Adapted from Noel Coward’s comedy, the film centers on the wealthy,
white socialites Charles (Dan Stevens) and Ruth Condomine (Isla
Fisher). Hoping for screenplay inspiration, Charles invites the dubious medium Madame Arcati (Judi
Dench) to conduct a seance in
their home, inadvertently summoning the ghost of Charles’ first wife,

Elvira (Leslie Mann).
Stevens and Fisher are fine, if
forgettable; Dench, however, offers
the most enjoyable performance,
overcoming the droning pretension
stilting the script. The 2020 “Blithe
Spirit” lacks contemporary consciousness, performing racial exoticism and rooting its central conflict
in women competing against one another for a man’s attention. While the
film’s ending departs from its source
material, the belated lurch toward
self-awareness is too little, too late.

“Ammonite”
The festival’s drive-in screening
of “Ammonite” began with a swift,
inspiring inauguration from the
film’s star, Kate Winslet. Winslet’s
promising preface, compounded
by director Francis Lee’s triumphant queer storytelling in “God’s
Own Country,” sets the stage for an
evocative, refreshing love story. Instead, “Ammonite” delivered a film
as listless as the extinct mollusks of
its moniker.
The film follows Mary Anning
(Winslet), a famed British paleontologist, who lives a lonely life with
her ailing mother (Gemma Jones)
and searches the sunless coastline
for fossils. The arrival of Roderick
Murchison (James McArdle) and
his young wife Charlotte (Saoirse
Ronan), however, disrupts Mary’s
solitude, as Roderick entrusts her
to look after Charlotte while he is

away. Mary and Charlotte grow to
find comfort in each other’s company and eventually embark on a
clandestine, consuming affair.
Lee colors the Lyme Regis coast
in cool navies, steel grays, blanched
beiges — it’s a bleak, harsh world
that calcifies biography into still
life. Winslet, to her credit, displays
mastery in subtlety and control, her
countenance minute yet compelling.
Ronan also keeps her performance
afloat, but the film leaves dialogue
to drown. As in “God’s Own Country,” Lee prefers to show rather than
tell; “Ammonite,” however, shows a
washed-out seascape with incessant
rustling, tapping and sloshing. At
some point, the waves sound more
like TV static. While the consistent
aesthetic drive is admirable, “Ammonite” seems depressed and disappointed by its own milieu, fossilizing an aching heart in stone.

promising debuts. The pandemic
forced Mill Valley to reimagine its
usual festivities, resulting in both
virtual and drive-in screenings;
this year’s thrilling program comprises several triumphs as well as

some films that leave an insipid
aftertaste. Overall, Mill Valley’s
cinematic smorgasbord is sure to
satisfy a variety of palettes.
— Maya Thompson, film beat
reporter

“The Truffle Hunters”
“The Truffle Hunters” composes a pastoral, poetic portrait in
the forests of Northern Italy. The
documentary follows a cluster of
idiosyncratic old men and their canine companions as they scour the
woods for the rare white Alba truffle
— the prized white whale of their
trade. Directors Michael Dweck
and Gregory Kershaw open an exquisite, captivating window into the
truffle hunting system, aligning their
narrative sympathies with the aging
hunters who dignify the dying trade.
The immersive and inventive
cinematography in “The Truffle
Hunters” transcends expectations
for documentary filmmaking, reveling in lush aerial landscapes as well

as playful shots from the perspective
of the dogs trekking nose-first into
the forest. The film underscores its
romantic vignettes with sobering
observations about the artisanal
craft’s changing frontier. Today,
truffle hunting ripens with insidious competition between hunters,
and it’s hard to ignore the class fissures distinguishing the humble life
of the laboring truffle hunters and
the lavish spectacle entertaining the
product’s patrons.
The documentary’s contemplative, observational storytelling elicits emotion in a slow and steady
trickle, swelling to fill a profound
impression that wholly washes
over viewers only after the credits
have rolled.

“Charlatan”
Polish director Agnieszka Holland traces the enigmatic life of
Czech healer and herbalist Jan
Mikolášek in her new biographical
drama “Charlatan.” Ivan Trojan, a
Czech titan, seizes the leading role
in a grave, leaden performance.
“Charlatan” significantly fictionalizes Mikolášek’s life, but nonetheless tells a compelling tale that
makes space for both sides of the
controversy, exhibiting Mikolášek’s
blatant medical fabrications as well

as his uncanny talent for diagnosis.
The film is unflinchingly dark;
the few reprieves come from
František Palko (Juraj Loj). In a
subdued queer romance, Palko
provides Mikolášek with unwavering loyalty — even overlooking the
healer’s morally bankrupt actions —
although their romance occasionally
flickers from narrative neglect. The
film’s fascination with its flawed
protagonist eclipses its own imperfect execution, making “Charlatan”
a captivating and haunting watch.
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‘Alice Street’ is local push against gentrification

4.0

OUT OF 5.0

BY K E L LY N GU Y E N
STA F F
K E L LY N GU Y E N @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

“Alice Street” opens on a
hopeful note. Though it underscores the reality of Oakland,
which has become “ground zero”
for gentrification, the main focus
is the city’s people and movements that unite them.
The documentary follows the
creation of the mural “The Universal Language,” located at the
intersection of 14th and Alice
streets in Oakland. In the film,

Directed by
SPENCER WILKINSON
Starring
DESI MUNDO
PANCHO PESKADOR
DAVE YOUNG KIM

viewers are privy not only to the
piece’s creation process, but also
to Oakland’s greater culture, one
rich with color, powered by resistance and united by diversity.
Shuttling from scene to scene
on a virtual BART ride, “Alice
Street” reveals the life behind the
stationary artwork. Viewers are
transported from Oakland’s Chinatown to Hotel Oakland, where
elderly performers are practicing their vocal warmups. Then,
it’s off to the Malonga Casquelourd Center for the Arts to hear
the beats of African drums and

intricate dance shows members
put on.
The film found its strongest
moments in capturing the creation process: Lead muralist Desi
Mundo took what initially was
the street’s vandalism problem
and flipped it into a moment of
authentic representation. Along
with fellow artist Pancho Pescador, Mundo sat through meetings with the performers from
Hotel Oakland and the Malonga
Center, fielding criticism and
constantly changing the piece
until all groups were completely
satisfied by what they saw.
“Alice Street” relies heavily
on community voices to weave
together individual and communal histories for the audience.
Viewers get a crash course in the
history of Oakland’s Chinatown
from interviews with residents,
while members of the Malonga

AYS E GU RSOZ | COU RT ESY

‘Alice Street’ puts a deserved focus on communities of color in the
Bay Area, making necessary statements on gentrification and locality.
Center explain their culture and
how they returned to Oakland’s
roots of resistance. When thenMayor Jerry Brown threatened to
shutter their doors, they danced
their way to City Hall in protest.

When the mural is finished,
everything seems picturesque.
“Alice Street” shows a glimpse
of the celebration, a block party
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“

E D I TO RI A L

We help all students rise when we assure
them they will be free to express themselves
and live authentically in our schools.”
— TRISH MCDERMOTT, BERKELEY SCHOOL DISTRICT SPOKESPERSON

THE CO M M EN TA RY

BUSD: Teach inclusive
sex, gender education

Letters and op-eds can be sent via
email or U.S. mail and must include
contact information. Letters should be
no longer than 400 words and op-eds
no longer than 800. All submissions
are edited for publication. Your online
comments may also be printed here.

Email:
opinion@dailycal.org
Mailing Address:
2483 Hearst Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94701-0949

COMMENT BY JAMES ANDERSON MERRITT
ON “US MUST REDESIGN ELECTORAL SYSTEM, SWITCH TO RANKED CHOICE VOTING” | OCTOBER 4, 2020 | FACEBOOK
G E N ES IS C RUZ | STAF F

I’m not clear on the extent to which RCV/IRV will improve our
chances of eliminating “guaranteed” seats for Democrats,
given that we are saddled with the Top Two (“Jungle”) Primary.
I am a fan of ranked choice voting systems, but I think we also
have to repeal the Top Two Primary.

O P- ED | City affairs
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erkeley Unified School
District, or BUSD, is
considering an inclusivity policy ameliorating the
“safety and happiness” of gender-nonconforming and transgender
students.
The policy contains physical accommodations for gender-nonconforming and transgender students,
and also importantly eradicates practices that enforce the gender binary.
This would shift the culture of Berkeley’s schools toward prioritizing identity, acceptance and respect, and is a
policy that BUSD should pass and
other school districts should emulate.
Alongside codifying that students
participate in activities in a way that
respects their gender identity, it directs
district officials and teachers to eschew
gender-segregated class activities.
Altogether, remolding sex and
gender education to systematically
express inclusivity is groundbreaking
— given that the right to marry was
guaranteed to all couples regardless of
gender only five years ago, we appear
to be amid breakneck progress and
open discourse surrounding queer issues. However, these sex and gender
policies, specifically those addressing health, are drastically outside the
norm elsewhere in the country.
When the culture of your home,
school and community feels pointed
against your identity, the ramifications
are intense — queer youth are nearly
five times as likely to have attempted
suicide than their straight peers. This
life-threatening pattern is one that
places of learning should be fighting
with policy, not strengthening, as is
the case in eight states that prohibit
teachers from broaching queer issues.

Policies that protect queer
and genderqueer people in
public education by normalizing discussions of sex and
gender are a necessity. BUSD
should not only pass this policy, but
elaborate on it by incorporating LGBTQ-affirming sex education and information on the gender and sexuality
spectrums.
The California Healthy Youth Act
requires schools cover “age-appropriate” health material in the development of sexuality, sexually transmitted
diseases, puberty and “unbiased sexual health” once in middle school and
once in high school. A new sex education framework for K-12 schools was
introduced in 2019, discussing gender
identity, consent, contraception and
healthy sexual relationships for both
straight and LGBTQ+ couples.
Such a structure would establish
a new norm for American education
that diverges from sex and gender-related stigmas at all levels of education.
Only 13 states even require medically
accurate sexual education, and health
is widely viewed as an extraneous
course that kids pay no real mind to.
Simply stressing abstinence does not
cut it — inclusive sex education across
the country must prioritize comprehension over shame, understanding
over ignorance, love over hate.
Every classroom should be a safe
space for every gender-nonconforming, trans and queer kid out there.
Education shapes how our country’s
children understand the world and the
array of people in it. As a result, we
must foster an inclusive worldview, engendering in young people everywhere
that they are free to be who they are
and that they will be accepted for it.
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End homelessness with
heeded lessons taught to
Americans by COVID-19
BY A L ASTA I R B O O N E
S P EC I A L TO T H E DA I LY CA L
O P I N I O N @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

At the outset of the pandemic, it seemed
only a matter of time before unhoused
people became infected en masse. Without
shelter, this group is uniquely vulnerable to
the COVID-19 virus. But the widespread
contagion many feared has yet to arrive.
While a relief, this doesn’t mean that
COVID-19 isn’t impacting homeless people. Instead, the pandemic has impacted
unsheltered people in ways that are less
visible but just as lethal.
Aside from catching the virus, the pandemic introduced a string of new health
concerns for unsheltered people. For one
thing, shelter-in-place orders brought a
sharp decline in volunteer support. Encampment communities once assisted by
a network of volunteers were suddenly left
to their own devices to take care of things
such as trash pickup and were often left
with nowhere to dispose of waste.
Unhoused people need regular medical
care. They have a life expectancy of about
50 years, 20 years lower than that of housed
populations. Even before the pandemic,
few unhoused people were getting the care
they needed, but the coronavirus has only
created additional obstacles for those with
pressing health concerns. Take Roam, a
53-year-old unhoused woman. Before COVID-19, she was making progress with her
osteoporosis treatment. “I was on a roll, …
but the coronavirus, it stopped everything.”
As public spaces such as libraries and cafes remain closed, unsheltered people have
also lost access to public restrooms, leaving
them with few safe or dignified ways to use
the bathroom. These public spaces are also
among the only outlets where unsheltered
people can charge their electronics and access Wi-Fi. Without access, many have become increasingly marginalized, finding it
difficult to stay in touch with friends, family
and service providers.
Importantly, without Wi-Fi, many
have also lost access to public forums. As

meaningful civic events have transitioned
to Zoom, unhoused people have been unable to weigh in on discussions that will
impact their lives. For example, Oakland
is gearing up to pass a new encampment
management policy, yet encampment residents have been largely unable to give input
on the policy since it was proposed. While
city officials have made attempts to reach
unhoused folks in the past, these efforts
need to be bolstered in the face of the pandemic. Officials should conduct extensive
public outreach before making decisions in
council meetings, even if this slows down
the process of passing policy. This would go
a long way toward helping those most impacted participate in the legislative process.
While COVID-19 has yet to overrun the
homeless community, the threat of widespread infection remains. The pandemic
has only worsened issues already afflicting unhoused individuals — issues that are
rooted in the same endemic racism and income inequality that have driven the course
of the pandemic. These marginalized populations are now facing overlapping crises, which could easily lead to a spike in
COVID-19 deaths on the street.
This historic moment should be a call
to action for our elected leaders to face the
crisis of homelessness head-on. In some
ways, we’re already in good shape — the
pandemic created the political urgency
necessary to begin housing people, providing additional sanitation and allowing unhoused people to exist in public space. This
moment has revealed that solutions many
have spent years fighting for are working.
Since June 30, Alameda County has
opened up some 861 hotel rooms for medically vulnerable homeless people as well as
those who have tested positive for the virus. The acute power of housing as health
care is important to remember as some
cities have started discussions about closing these hotels and moving people back to
shelters or onto the street.
Per guidelines from the Centers for
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Vote ‘yes’ on Measure FF for wildfire preparedness
BY R I G E L R O B I N SO N
A N D SA R A H BA N C R O F T
S P EC I A L TO T H E DA I LY CA L
O P I N I O N @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

Twice in the last century,
Berkeley has burned.
On Sept. 17, 1923, northeasterly winds pushed a fire
into the Berkeley Hills that
swept across Northside, destroying upward of 500 structures and leaving as many as
4,000 people homeless. The
ASUC organized students to
the north border of campus to
fight the fire as it approached
Hearst Avenue. By sheer miracle, the winds changed and the

campus was spared.
On Oct. 20, 1991, a small
grass fire from the day prior
rapidly spread, driven by
those very same northeasterly
winds, devastating the hills of
northern Oakland and southeast Berkeley. Twenty-five
lives were lost, and thousands
of structures were destroyed.
Only when the winds suddenly
calmed was the fire able to be
contained.
In the last 100 years, the
technology with which we are
equipped to fight wildfires has
advanced dramatically. Public awareness of wildfire risk
has significantly improved.

Evacuation routes are better
planned, fire departments are
better staffed and by and large,
residents seem to be better
prepared.
But ultimately, are we safer
today in Berkeley from the risk
of wildfire than we were 100
years ago? It’s hard to say. In
many ways, probably not.
When the president of the
United States ignores climate
change and attests that the
wildfires in California are due
to our failure to rake our forests, it is easy to mock him. He
sounds like a fool. It is harder,
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Director Rebecca Richman Cohen discusses the difficulties faced by families in wine and
marijuana cultivation, noting how climate change and laws have affected both industries.

SUNNY SHEN | FILE

According to Jennifer Johnson-Hanks, chair of the campus Academic Senate, a decision on
how pass/no pass grading will operate this semester will likely be made by the end of the week.

PETITION
FROM FRONT
letter grades for some or
all of their classes, Johnson-Hanks said. The number of P/NP grades in College of Letters and Science
courses declined, according to Johnson-Hanks, and
the number of students
who chose P/NP grading
was unequally distributed
by social advantage.
“A policy put in place

in order to level the playing field for students in
crisis had the unintended
result of making that playing field even more unequal, and made letter
grades even more salient,”
Johnson-Hanks said in
the email.
Academic Affairs Vice
President Nicole Anyanwu noted in an email
that the Academic Affairs
office has been working
since before the school
year began to urge more
“lenient” and “flexible”

academic policies for campus students.
Anyanwu said that the
office is in discussion with
the Academic Senate regarding the possibility of
classes taken P/NP to apply to major requirements
this semester.
“Ultimately, the more
we can show that students
are united on this issue,
the better chances we have
for implementing tangible
academic policy accommodations,”
Anyanwu
said in the email.

RAC H A EL GARNER | FILE

In a state report, the governor’s policing advisers recommended that law enforcement agencies
require officers working in direct contact with protesters to wear and turn on body cameras.

POLICE
F R O M PAG E 2
the recommendations will
impact the department.
White added, however,
that BPD’s First Amendment Assemblies policy
already addresses many
of the recommendations,

R E P O RT
FROM FRONT
taken place, all of which
have resulted in arrests,
according to Greenwood.
During the use-offorce report, Greenwood
outlined information on
incidents in which force
was used from 2015 to
2019. Following revisions
made to BPD use-of-force
guidelines in July, the department will now issue
use-of-force reports annually for analysis.
According to the useof-force report, BPD officers responded to nearly

LETTER
F R O M PAG E 2
allegations do not have
any weight in the academic community, they
will prove to be an obstacle for him as he tries
to establish his research

including
prioritizing
communication with protesters before and during
an event.
“The role of police
officers in protests and
demonstrations is to keep
the peace, and facilitate
the ability of protesters to
demonstrate
peacefully
without infringing on their
First Amendment rights,”

Newsom said in the press
release. “Implementation
of these recommendations will help ensure our
law enforcement agencies are better equipped
to respond safely to protests and demonstrations
and reinforce the values
of community partnership, de-escalation, and
restraint.”

77,000 calls and conducted about 3,000 arrests per year during the
five-year period. During
those years, officers used
force in 0.04% of all incidents and in 1% of arrests.
In most cases, force was
limited to physical techniques to effectively arrest
against resistant or combative behavior. The use of
weapons — batons, pepper spray or “less lethal”
projectiles — was less
common, and firearms
were not used in any cases
reviewed in the report.
The report also offered
demographic information
about suspects involved
in cases where force was

used, and much of this
information tracked racial disparities observed
in BPD arrest data during
the same period, according to Greenwood.
The council also allocated $900,000 a year to
support the construction
of 39 units of permanent
supportive housing on
University Avenue.
“This is meant to be an
effective tool in our arsenal of combating homelessness,” said Councilmember Ben Bartlett
during the meeting. “This
represents the real model
in response to a rapidly
growing homeless crisis in
the city.”

in the Philippines. Scalice
added that his work is
centered around a “deep
love for the Filipino
working class.”
Scalice said he will publicly address any future allegations from Sison.
“I was deeply moved
by the letter that they
wrote and by their

characterizations of me
and my scholarship,” Scalice said. “There’s nothing more that needs to be
said. I’m certain that at a
personal level, they will
continue to support me,
not only through this campaign of Sison’s but over
the course of my academic
career.”

‘Weed & Wine’: Rebecca
Richman Cohen talks
filmmaking, cultivation
BY E T H A N WAT E R S
S E N I O R STA F F
E WAT E R S @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

“Weed & Wine,” the newest documentary by Emmy-nominated filmmaker and
Harvard Law lecturer Rebecca Richman
Cohen, is intriguing for its title alone,
though it does not fully predicate the
film’s intimacy. What begins as a broad
overview of two niche cultivation processes unravels into a cultural and personal examination of family life in two
different industries. In an interview with
The Daily Californian, Cohen discussed
her original inspiration — an examination of terroir in both marijuana and
wine production — and how this message changed as the film developed.
“It started out as a kind of love story
about wine and weed,” Cohen said.
“Then it became a story about parental
love, about the complexities in the relationships between parents and children
— about what it means to work together
in uncertain times.”
With film premieres and release dates
continually being pushed back amid the
COVID-19 pandemic, Cohen, like many
other directors, worried the message of
“Weed & Wine” might no longer be relevant when it would eventually come
out. Upon rewatching the project during
quarantine, however, she realized that a
tightknit yet often arduous family relationship like those depicted in the film
was as topical as ever.
“It’s about what it means to have a
family and parent during times of profound uncertainty,” Cohen said.
Bordeaux, France and Humboldt
County, California serve as backdrops for
the two family-owned cultivation companies presented in the documentary. You
can guess which one produces which.
As cultivating wine has historically
been a more socially acceptable process,
the Bordeaux family’s tension is centered
more on climate change and adapting to
unexpectedly early and inconsistent harvest dates.
On the flip side, marijuana growth
and cultivation has long been a shadowed process, solely for its illicit nature.
But today, with recreational marijuana
legal in 10 states plus the District of Columbia, families like the one in Humboldt must hurdle the transition into the
public sphere.
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where the roaring and vibrant communities intertwined. For a moment, it
feels too good to be true, even with the
convincing smiles and uplifting music.
Then, everything in the film becomes
overwhelmingly gray — gray buildings
and gray suits. Viewers are clued in to
the fact that a condominium in process
would, once finished, completely cover
up the mural.
The film quickly cuts to developers
explaining how the outside world’s “interest” in living in Oakland has grown.
The details of various meetings and
contractual hoops Mundo has to jump
through are long-winded and a little
dull, but effective. In the first part of the
film, the mural begins to take a life of
its own in uniting communities of color,
and then, the momentum cracks.
At a commission meeting to decide

“People call Humboldt the Redwood
Curtain because work was done on the
illicit market there for so many years,”
Cohen said. “A lot of people were private
about it, and it was tough for one to make
that transition into the public eye.”
This is not to say, however, that cultural adaptation is the film’s primary
concern — or that there is a primary
concern in this work at all. Rather, the
aforementioned effects of global climate
change are a complementary motif in
terms of uncertainty.
“Climate change is definitely a subtle
theme that runs through the film,” Cohen said. “In France, it’s clear. The film
depicts the earliest harvest they had
in memorable generations. And even
though it was a fantastic vintage, it was
a low yield — they harvested about half
their grapes. That is a direct effect of climate change.”
The French family bears the brunt
of the crisis in its yield rates, but the
Americans face a more daunting and
intricate obstacle.
“We filmed in 2017, so it was before the fires affected the Humboldt
area,” Cohen said. “But as you know,
climate change is something that has
now markedly affected both families. In
different ways, too. In the cannabis industry, farmers can’t get insurance, so
they’re much more vulnerable to intense
climate conditions.”
As the film dives into personal accounts from both families, its storyline
is complemented by stunning panoramic
shots of the sunny French countryside
and cool, dank California forest. Eric
Phillips-Horst’s cinematography as a
whole is one of the crowning achievements of this production, which functions
alongside an original score composed by
Max Avery Lichtenstein, whom Cohen
partnered with on three films prior.
“One of my very favorite parts of filmmaking is working with Max because he
understands the work on such a deep
emotional level and can translate that
into music,” she said. “He found a palette
for each character and tried to sound true
and real — it’s such an important part of
the film.”
While weed and wine are tantalizing
and popular as products alone, there’s
an undeniably striking intimacy involved
in their creations, made visible only by
“Weed & Wine.”

the fate of the condominium complex,
entire communities stand together to
protest its completion — testimonies
are heard, statistics about San Francisco’s housing crisis brought up.
In the bleakest point of the film, we
see Mundo’s final moments with his
creation, quietly watching as “The Universal Language” is prepped to be hidden behind a parking structure. He appears sad, but not quite ready to give up.
“Alice Street” excels because of its
focus on communities of color, giving
them the space to build the film’s narrative. It’s a snappy documentary, easily going through the mural’s birth and
demise in only about an hour. Still, it
makes a bold statement about the city’s
problems, one that goes far beyond the
borders of just the Bay Area: The realities of people of color are merely blips in
the bureaucratic process.
Art has become power, according to
Alice Street’s residents. But as the film
deftly explains, it’s just not a concept
that sells well.
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however, to reconcile with how the genocide of Indigenous populations and decades of fire suppression have set us up
for the calamities we’re seeing now across
California. In so many ways, the wildfire
crisis we are experiencing today is of our
government’s own making.
Indigenous communities and firefighters have been warning us for years that
California is a climate meant to burn.
Small, healthy fires clear underbrush and
create natural buffers across the state.
“Good fires” are a part of our ecosystem,
a part of the natural order facilitated by
Indigenous practices for thousands of
years. But over the last hundred years, the
U.S. Forest Service’s focus on fire suppression has helped enable an untenable
buildup of tinder across the state.
The combination of hotter summers
and autumns brought about by climate
change and the accumulation of fuel in
our forests has created a perfect storm
for the wildfires that have defined recent
years. Orange skies, raining ash and toxic
air will become a Californian norm if the
state and federal government do not take
dramatic action.
Right here in Berkeley, the hills of the
East Bay are packed with invasive eucalyptus, planted and abandoned a century
ago with the fruitless vision of a thriving tinder industry. The branches, bark,
shavings and leaves of these trees have
created a stockpile of ladder fuels that
make it possible for otherwise small fires
to climb into the canopy and spread rapidly. The East Bay hills are a combustible
tinderbox waiting to explode.
Last year, Gov. Gavin Newsom convened local elected officials from Berkeley
and Oakland at Tilden Park in the East
Bay hills to highlight the work the state is
doing to ramp up wildfire prevention efforts along the wildland-urban interface.
That was in 2019. This is 2020. Six of
the largest fires in California history ignited this year alone. Our firefighters are

ANDERSON
F R O M BAC K

overworked and under-resourced. We
must do more.
This November, Berkeley citizens
have an opportunity to make a massive
investment in fire protection, helping ensure that our city is prepared for the day
disaster strikes. It is not a question of if,
but when.
The Berkeley City Council unanimously voted to put Measure FF on the
ballot this November, which would generate $8.5 million annually to keep Berkeley prepared. By way of a modest parcel
tax that exempts low-income homeowners, Measure FF would fund vegetation
management and fire fuel reduction programs, public education and evacuation
planning, additional ambulances and
improved staffing capacity, a new emergency alert system and modernization of
our 911 dispatch center.
So much of the Berkeley we know and
love is at risk.The very high fire hazard severity zone in Berkeley encompasses part
of the UC campus, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, Clark Kerr Campus, frat row, various co-ops and much
more. But truly, wildfire preparedness is
an issue that transcends so many of the
divisions in this city, between the hills and
the flats, students and neighbors. When
disaster strikes, it will affect our entire
community. We must be prepared.
Of the many excellent ballot measures
Berkeley citizens will vote on this November, none are of such urgent consequence
as Measure FF is. And significantly, Measure FF requires two-thirds of the vote
to pass, not a simple majority. So talk to
your neighbors, talk to your friends, talk
to friends of your friends. It is incumbent
upon us all to do everything we can to
ensure the passage of Measure FF. The
future and safety of our city are at stake.
Learn more about Measure FF at
berkeleyprepared.com. Register to vote in
Berkeley by Oct. 19, and cast your ballot
by Nov. 3 to keep Berkeley prepared.
Rigel Robinson is a Berkeley City Council
member and served as the 2016-17 ASUC
environmental community senator.
Sarah Bancroft is the 2020-21 ASUC
environmental community senator.

topher Brown Jr., as
well as to newcomer and
former Wisconsin Badger Bradrick Shaw and
veteran running back
be a valuable mentor to Marcel Dancy.
one of Cal’s rising stars
The Bears are exin running back Chris- pected to have a danger-
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seasons per 36 minutes,
when compared to Barkley, Garnett, Nowitzki
and Malone, Davis ranks
first or second in numerous categories, including
points, rebounds, steals,
blocks, free throw percentage, true shooting percentage, player efficiency
rating, win shares per 48
minutes and box plus/minus. Davis has been a statistical monster his whole
career thus far, and this
season, for the first time,
he has had a team around
him to prove that his numbers do translate to winning, despite what some
critics may have thought.
Davis averaged more
than 27 points and nine
rebounds in this season’s
playoffs while delivering
a scorching true shooting
percentage of 67. Nobody
in NBA history has ever
matched these numbers
while playing beyond the
first round of the playoffs.
In the bubble playoffs,
Davis had a player efficiency rating north of 29
and more than 0.280 win
shares per 48 minutes.
The only other players to
match that for a playoff
run and win a title at the
end are LeBron James in
2012 and Michael Jordan
in 1991. Talk about an elite
company — none of Davis’ fellow power forwards
have ever come close

9
7

ous rushing attack under
former NFL coach and
new offensive coordinator Bill Musgrave, so the
addition of Anderson
should only help get Cal
over the hump and on
the right track.

to accomplishing this feat.
There is one thing all
of the top-tier power forwards have that Davis
doesn’t: an MVP award.
Davis has come close a few
times but has never been
on an elite team where
he was the clear-cut best
player. Even now, he is
playing alongside James.
Perhaps after James retires,
Davis will have a chance to
win the award and cement
himself into this group
of legends. Until then, he
should remain in the tier
below. There is no shame
in that — I believe that Davis has a very good chance
to surpass most, if not all,
of the power forwards ever
to play the game.
Until today, Davis
was often overlooked by
many. Rotting away in
New Orleans, Davis was
putting up numbers but
losing in the first round,
or entirely missing the
playoffs. It’s time to put
respect on Davis’ name
and acknowledge him for
what he is: an all-time talent who has spent most
of his career surrounded
by mediocrity. Now that
he is in a position to succeed, the Brow should
start flying up the alltime ranks fairly quickly.
It won’t be long before
people begin comparing
new talent to the great
Anthony Davis.

all-time so far?
Davis just completed
his eighth NBA season at
27 years old, meaning he
potentially still has sevenplus years of high-level
basketball left in the tank.
However, even if Davis
announced his retirement
today, I believe he is in the
conversation with some of
the greatest players ever
to play the power forward
position, joining the likes
of Kevin Garnett, Karl
Malone, Charles Barkley and Dirk Nowitzki. I
would add Tim Duncan to
this list, but whether Davis
can get close to matching
Duncan’s five championships and two MVPs remains to be seen.
When looking at these
five all-timers, Davis’ accolades aren’t too far behind.
The Brow already has four
All-NBA first-team selections, which is the same
number that Nowitzki and
Garnett achieved in their
full careers and only one
fewer than Barkley has.
Davis has also been named
to four All-Defensive
teams, two of which are
first teams. While Malone
matches that mark, neither Nowitzki nor Barkley
was ever selected to an
for years, but it was the pandemic that
All-Defensive team. Demoved elected officials to action. Howpending on his longevity,
ever, we are far from where we need to be.
Davis has a shot to lap
I have personally counted more than 100
these players in certain
encampments in Oakland, each of which
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“It has to be what’s right in front of you, right now.”
— JUSTIN WILCOX, CAL FOOTBALL HEAD COACH

FOOTBALL

Cal football returns to practice

SUNNY S HEN | FILE

Cal football returned to practice with clearance to be in contingents of 75 people. The Bears have just under
one month to prepare before they begin their season at home with a game against Washington on Nov. 7.
BY T H E DA I LY CA L I FO R N I A N
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or seven months, Memorial Stadium has patiently waited. Tucked
into the hills at the eastern end
of campus, the 63,000-person venue has slept through
rainy days, heat waves and a
pandemic. A field that usually witnesses busy practices
throughout the summer and
the tension of a season opener
was silent and empty.
But Memorial will wait no
longer. The Bears are back in
business. After receiving clearance from local health officials to practice in contingents
of 75, Cal football began an
unusual camp.
The blue and gold were
back in practice for the first
time Oct. 9, bringing new expectations, new faces and a
new offense to a new season.
First practice
There is not much that can
be said after one practice. It is

difficult to assess players and
their talent when many are getting back onto the field for the
first time in months. What can
be said, however, is that the
Bears are excited.
“We’re happy to be back and
be back on the field and be able
to do it safely. Our medical staff
and our strength coaches and
everybody has done a great job
keeping us safe,” said veteran
defensive back Elijah Hicks,
who is making the transition
from corner to safety. “We feel
safe out there playing. I’m just
happy to be out there.”
Despite the familiar setting,
normalcy has not returned in
full. Players have limited and
timed contact with one another
and cannot use a locker room.
Reduced support staff means
players must get their own water, among other things.
“COVID’s still out there,
and we have to follow the protocols that are set in place so
that we can continue to practice and play,” said head coach
Justin Wilcox.
The Bears are abiding by

The necessary measures and
precautions put in place pose a
challenge, but the culture of accountability Wilcox has instilled
in his team is paying dividends.
Cal football players understand that to play is a privilege,
and to earn that privilege, they
must follow restrictions to keep
themselves safe. From coaches
to players to staff, the blue and
gold are adjusting and staying
flexible as they return to a semblance of normalcy.
“It is bigger than football
during this time, with the political climate we’re in and
the coronavirus pandemic.
Those two things have to be
considered because Berkeley
does such an unbelievable job
about making it more than
football,” said senior center
Michael Saffell. “We’ve set a
culture here that takes accountability and responsibility for
our actions.”
New offense
Cal’s 2020 offense will
look quite similar to last
year’s unit — and also quite

different. Although all 11 starters from the Redbox Bowl victory are set to return for the
Bears, new offensive coordinator Bill Musgrave is known for
utilizing a West Coast scheme
and aims to maximize each
player’s talents.
There will be some extra
pressure to install a brand-new
playbook on the field in just a
few weeks, as this is the first
time the offense has all been
together since early spring.
“It felt pretty natural because Coach Musgrave and I
were installing over quarantine,
and we had a couple walkthroughs leading up to the start
of our fall camp,” said starting
quarterback Chase Garbers of
the first full practices.
Garbers is loaded with new
weapons, many of which are
freshmen. Still, the strength of
this offense lies within the players who have been through the
Pac-12 gauntlet before.
“Last year, we lacked quite
a bit of experience,” said junior
receiver Nikko Remigio. “Going into this year with a different level of confidence and a
different level of chemistry with
the quarterbacks is going to
be huge.”
Personnel changes
Cal’s star cornerback Cam
Bynum opted back in to the
season, giving the Bears a boost
heading into this season, but
he was by no means the only
change on the roster.
Nine Bears have opted out
of the season, and several more
have made what Wilcox indicated were separate decisions
for their careers.
“There were guys that opted
out for COVID concerns, and
we support those guys and their
decisions, and everybody has
to make their own and what’s
best for them,” Wilcox said.
“Then there were some guys
who made decisions beyond
COVID and just life decisions.”
Linebackers Tevin Paul

FOOTBALL

and Ben Moos, safety Isaiah
Humphries and wide receiver
Jeremiah Hawkins were the
most notable opt-outs.
Tight end D.J. Rogers, a
highly anticipated four-star
recruit, requested and was
granted a release from his commitment and is not listed on
the Bears’ 2020 roster.
Preseason expectations
In a preseason poll from 38
media members, the blue and
gold were selected to finish
second in the Pac-12 North.
A runner-up position in the
division is the highest Cal has
been picked since 2011 when
the Pac-12 North was created.
The division’s reigning champion, Oregon, received 35 of
the poll’s first-place votes, but
the Bears still received three
and were the only other team
picked to win the North.
Those expectations rarely
play into any discussion with
Wilcox, who insists that his
team and his staff are taking things one practice at a
time, especially in the chaos of
a pandemic.
“It has to be what’s right in
front of you, right now,” Wilcox said. “For us to be worried about Dec. 19, or January, we’re wasting our time at
that point.”
Plenty of the Bears are unafraid to spell out their goals.
Bynum was joyously blunt in
his aims for the season — for
this to be one of the best teams
in the conference. Players up
and down the roster are excited by Cal’s energy already
on display at practice, but their
expectations are centered on
improvements that still must
be made.
“The leadership we have
on this team, the experience,
it speaks for itself,” Saffell
said. “It could definitely be a
special year, but you have to
make do on that, make do on
the expectations that you write
for yourself.”
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NFL star CJ Anderson joins coaching staff Is Davis an

all-time PF?

Former Cal running
back CJ Anderson
plans for a return to
Memorial Stadium
BY S H A I L I N S I N G H
S E N I O R STA F F
S H A I L I N S I N G H @ DA I LYCA L .O R G

In a move that brings
him back to his roots, former Cal and NFL running
back CJ Anderson has announced that he will be
joining the staff as a volunteer offensive coach for the
upcoming season.
As a junior college transfer, Anderson spent his final
two college years racking
up 1,135 combined rushing
yards for Cal on 5.7 yards
per carry. He then went on
to go undrafted before becoming one of the NFL’s
top hidden gems of the
past decade.
Anderson, who tallied 27
total touchdowns and nearly
4500 all-purpose yards in
his NFL stint, announced
his retirement from professional football just under a
month ago. Although only
29 years-old, Anderson has

BY TO M A I Z E N B E R G | STA F F
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A
team as a volunteer offensive
coach, though he will not
be able to coach the players
directly on the field during
practice in his current role.
Regardless, he will surely

nthony Davis secured
his first NBA championship Sunday when
the Los Angeles Lakers defeated the Miami Heat in the
2020 NBA Finals. Winning an
NCAA tournament, an Olympic gold medal and the Larry
O’Brien Trophy, Davis became
the eighth player to earn the
prestigious triple crown of basketball. He is also the only one
of those eight to win a FIBA
gold medal. There are no ifs
about it — Davis is a winner,
but where does that rank him
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Over the course of his seven-season NFL career, CJ Anderson tallied 27 total touchdowns and nearly
4,500 all-purpose yards. The former Cal athlete will return to Berkeley as a volunteer offensive coach.

endured the wear-and-tear
of the running back position
since he was a child. In addition to making a Pro Bowl
in 2014, he won Super Bowl
50 with the Denver Broncos and appeared in another
with the Los Angeles Rams

two seasons ago.
Having grown up in the
Bay Area and playing for
Cal, joining the Bears’ football program as an introduction to collegiate coaching
only made perfect sense to
Anderson. He will join the

